2008 impala on 24s

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Click to see full answer. Correspondingly, how
do you reset the tire pressure light on a Chevy Impala? The Radio Method Turn the ignition to
on and turn the radio to off. One may also ask, how do I reset my tire pressure monitoring
system? To reset the system , first make sure the tire pressures are correct. Turn the engine on,
then press and hold the reset button. You'll find it low and to the right of the steering wheel on
the instrument panel. Hold the button down until the TPMS indicator light in the instrument
panel blinks slowly 3 three times. Usually, the car tire pressure decreases during the cold
weather, even when it's properly inflated. This is because, in cold, the matter compresses
whereas in the heat it expands. As a result, this turns on the low tire pressure light but tires are
fine , for a while but disappear once the tires are warmed. Press and hold the "Check" icon
beneath the "i" button. This is the reset button. After a second or two, this resets your TPMS
system and rechecks the tire pressure. Why wont my low tire pressure light go off? Inflating the
tire to the recommended tire pressure found on the door placard should cause the light to turn
OFF. What is a TPMS reset tool? Why is my Service Tire Monitor System light on? If the light is
illuminated, it means your tires could be underinflated, which can lead to undue tire wear and
possible tire failure. How do you reset the tire pressure sensor on a Chevy Impala? Use the J
Tire Pressure Monitor Tester on the left front tire, holding the antennae to the valve stem, and
press the active button. Wait about 10 seconds, and you will hear a horn chirp. How do you
program a Chevy tire pressure sensor? What does calibration complete mean on a Chevy
Impala? It means that the vehicle's build-in compass has been calibrated to the current region.
Press and hold unlock and lock buttons on the keyless entry transmitter until horn sounds and
left turn signal is illuminated. What is the tire pressure for a Chevy Impala? Just taking a guess
and say that the correct tire pressure is between 35 and 40 psi. How do you reset the tire
pressure sensor on a Chevy Malibu? Have any Question? Let us answer it! What is Trex
fencing? What is the difference between absolute advantage and comparative advantage?
Co-authors 8. I've got 2 years and 36, miles in on my Impala LS and have had an overall positive
experience with it. This car is strictly a cruiser with very soft handling and very smooth ride.
This car is not for performance enthusiasts wishing for feeling the road as they drive. I'm
particularly fond of the exterior styling in a mocha brown color and the tail lights are a nicer
improvement over the previous design. There have been no mechanical issues with drivetrain,
brakes, electric, or any engine issues. Aside from a few minor flaws, I would purchase this car
again in a heartbeat. The Impala has proven to be an excellent value for the money, and fuel
economy for a V6 is fantastic. Rear door locks quit working at miles. I believe this to be a safety
issue in that the rear seat passengers especially infants and young children may become
trapped during an emergency. The driver will not be able to activate the rear door locks. While
the few car magazine reviews of this car give it less than stellar reviews, this car is a great
cruiser and can be driven as fast as a car needs to be driven! Passing is a blast. While some
reviews call the suspension tuning "boat" like, I'd strongly disagree. I believe it handles very flat
and also takes road bumps well. Very good mix. I have yet to cause the front end to push taking

corners way to fast. The seats do limit your cornering as they have no side bolsters. Since most
seat time is cruising, this is an acceptable trade off. Gas mileage is good also Purchased used
certified from a Chev dealer only 5 months ago with , km. Was in near perfect condition inside
and out. Very fun to drive. Lots of power, no loss of oil or coolant leaks. Recently drove on a
long trip and the car performed great! Tons of power through the mountains. Getting about 9. I
replaced the factory audio system, because it sucked. Performed well but the audio was bad.
Replaced with an aftermarket Pioneer deck and the system came to life. Now sounds ok with the
factory 6 speaker system. I find better automatic shifting using "3rd" instead of "D" Not a 4
speed. It is a really comfortable ride, especially for people with bad backs, easy to get in and out
of. LOTS of trunk storage, has a section of back seat that opens up to trunk for extra log stuff.
Have had no problems with it, have owned it for 10 years. Still going, like that energizer bunny
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Impala. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Great Car. Items per page:. Write a review See all Impalas for sale. Sponsored cars related to the
Impala. Sign Up. So if you have extra comments to my question about my car looking stupid,
please refrain from even answering my question, thank you. To be more specific about my
question, I am going to put rims on my car, regardless. What spurs my question is that i was
told that the higher up in rim size that you go, the more wear on your tires. Say i were to just
settle for the 20' rims, which i dont want to do Tire wear doesn't have much to do with wheel
size. It used to be that 22" low profile tires were seen as obscenely excessive, and there were
very few manufacturers that made them - and so they were very expensive. But if you are going
to use this as a daily driver, you need to be more concerned with the tread compound. If it's a
"soft" compound tire, it is good for hard cornering obviously not your concern, since these tires
will probably have a sideffect of making your vehicle higher off the ground. If you buy a hard
compound tire, it is good for highway use and extended use on city streets - but don't expect
them to stick to the road very well if you try to take a turn quickly. If you're concerned with
money, consider that 22" wheels are very heavy. They greatly increase your rotational inertia,
and will therefore be harder for your engine to get moving, keep moving, and stop moving.
Therefore, your acceleration will be worse, your gas milage will be worse, and your braking will
be worse. Ask anyone with a lifted truck, and they will tell you that unless you re-gear your
vehicle, you're looking at some significant MPG and acceleration decreases, as well as longer
braking distances - which is dangerous. If you're willing to sacrifice this for larger wheels, that's
fine - just make sure you're aware of the new limitations your tires put on your vehicle and look
out farther ahead for things that you might need to stop for. You can't make an exception to the
rule with the 18 and 72 year old based on presumably society's view of what the age gap should
be between two parties. I think people do fall in love out of choice. Then again I could be
speaking out of inexperience because I haven't really been in love before, even if I thought I
was. I work for a tire plant so what kind of tires are you buying? A soft compound will wear
down sling rubber a hard will not and will bring better MPG but less stability and handling. But
most will wear out evenly before 50, miles. It will wear your car out a whole lot faster too. That's
hard on the brakes, engine, and suspension. I got low pros on 18's and they don't seem to wear
out faster, but they can easily get damaged. Those damn things cost too. Trending News. For
Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance
grows. AOC joins backlash over Biden child migrant camp. State tax changes could mean
bigger refunds for some. Bucs GM considering Tom Brady contract extension. Chris Harrison's
'Bachelor' future up in the air. Trudeau on Biden call: U. Mars rover's giant parachute carried
secret message. I don't know alot about rims and tires and this is why i am asking. Thank you.
Answer Save. This Site Might Help You. RE: If i put 22' rims on my Impala, is it true that it will
wear the tires down faster? So you need to look for a hard compound tire. How do you think
about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Stacy Lv 4. Leslie R. And of course the
obvious is that you will look stupid and so will the car. Maybe, it will look stupid too. Still have
questions? Get your answers by asking now. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing was ended by
the seller because the item is no longer available. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated Delivery within business days.
Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin
ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service
selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may

vary, especially during peak periods. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list.
Sign in for more lists. Feb 21, PST. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items
may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's
customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Seller's other
items. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored
items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An item
that has been used previously. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab
Read more about the condition. Item Title. About Us. International Buyers - Please Note:. These
charges are the buyer's responsibility. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Condition: Used. Ended: Feb 21, PST. Sellers declare the item's customs
value and must comply with customs declaration laws. As the buyer, you should be aware of
possible: - delays from customs inspection. Item location: Japan, Japan. Seller: bears Seller's
other items. Used: An item that has been used previously. Payment We only accept PayPal
payments. Please pay within 5 days after auction is finished. About Us We are located in Japan.
It's our pleasure to make you happy by proposing our recommend item. If you have any
questions or request about items, please feel free to ask us. International Buyers - Please Note:
-Import duties, taxes, and charges are not included in the item price or shipping charges. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

